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Abstract: There are sure to be interesting connections between the evolution of language,
musicality, and creativity to be investigated. These capacities are often viewed as characteristically
human--sometimes even distinctively human. However, in this talk I will explore potential
homologies and analogies in the animal kingdom, and the prospects for integrating lines of evidence
in a comparative evolutionary research framework. This is one in-road into evolutionary theorizing
about such capacities in the hominin lineage. Take, for example, the vocal communication tradition
of humpback whale populations (sometimes called "song"). Humpbacks are vocal learners--and the
evolution of vocal production learning in the hominin lineage is a key constraint for evolutionary
theorizing about music and language since no other great apes are vocal learners. Better
understanding the social transmission and cumulative evolution of whale vocal traditions, and the
effects of novelty bias and production (that is, including effects of creative novelty and plasticity),
has the potential to shed much light, since convergent traits in general can inform our understanding
of underlying mechanisms, allow identification of constraints or mechanisms required for the
behaviours under study, and test certain hypotheses concerning the evolutionary pressures that may
have selected for them. This agenda provides for a rich evidential framework for evolutionary
theorizing about hominin minds and cultures.
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